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New life amidst
violence in
Mozambique

12

MAF creates safe passage
for women recovering
from war-related violence

After over 18,000 flight hours and 16,750 flights over the course
of 35 years of operation in Mali, Ethiopia, and Angola, MAF’s oldest
currently operating Cessna Caravan, Wings of Hope (WOH) is
quickly approaching her end of life and will no longer be airworthy
by MAF standards come 2022.

HOPE FOR ANGOLA
CEO CORNER

Our Mission:
Serving together to bring help, hope,
and healing through aviation.
Our Vision:
To see isolated people changed by the
love of Christ.

Brad Bell
President & CEO
MAF Canada

When you look at the history of Mission
Aviation Fellowship, there are so many
notable achievements and examples
of God’s provision. With multiple
accomplishments to celebrate, it could
be easy to overlook the unity that exists
throughout the MAF world - despite
different country offices, operating
locations, cultures and languages,
we’ve remained unified, standing
and working together, and God has
blessed us. We’ve been blessed with the
provision of resources; of starting with
one aircraft, and growing to the largest
fleet of small aircraft worldwide. God
has provided a variety of leaders, each
with the unique skills that were needed
for that season. These leaders have
been passionate people, all committed
to ensuring that our mission is fulfilled.
The new MAF global mission and
vision statements speak to the fact
that we are serving together; pilots,
engineers, support staff. Wives,
husbands, national and international
staff, and partners on the ground. We’re
all working towards a common goal
and serving together to bring help,
hope and healing through aviation.

Healing can be delivered in a physical
sense; taking the form of a medevac,
clinic supplies, vaccines, or health staff.
Healing can also be emotional and
spiritual. When an MAF airplane arrives,
people are given renewed hope for their
futures. Their lives can be made better,
and fuller, because of the life-changing
services our aircraft enable.
We know that to teach someone
well, you need to provide for physical
needs first. You can’t teach a hungry
child. That’s why we meet physical
and spiritual needs side by side. We’ve
seen this model work time after time,
and I’m thrilled at the role MAF plays
in seeing this happen. I continue to be
proud of all of the capacities in which
MAF staff serve worldwide.
As I think about MAF’s past and
present, I’m excited for our future.
We’ve taken a simple tool; an aircraft,
and used it for God’s glory. The promise
of electric flight is just one more tool we
will have to reach the isolated.
I’m certain that regardless of the
tools we use or the locations where
we operate, MAF has always been, and
always will be, people serving people.
We always have, and always will serve
together to bring help, hope and
healing.

Visit mafc.org/wingsofhope or call toll-free at 1.877.351.9344
to receive your Wings of Hope campaign materials.

Leave a legacy of hope!
Whether you’re sending a simple gift, or a more complex gift such as stocks, bonds,
mutual funds, gifts of insurance, gifts in a will, or setting up a family foundation,
Abundance Canada can assist you and advise on the right gifting solution. We can
also facilitate anonymous donations.

In Him,

Personal consultations are free, confidential and with no obligation. Connect with
Abundance Canada today!

Brad Bell
CEO, MAF Canada

Learn more at abundance.ca/mafcanada or call 1.800.772.3257
Generosity changes everything
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MAF’s Past, Present,
and Future

MAF started with a single flight to Sudan.
More than 75 years later, MAF’s operation in
South Sudan includes 4 aircraft that serve
over 100 partner organizations. With the
promise of electric flight just around the
corner, who knows what the future will hold?

Help us celebrate her life with a special WOH Capital Campaign gift
to replace this critically needed aircraft that has helped so many
people in Angola since 1989.

Abundance Canada is a faith-based, public foundation assisting Canadians with their charitable giving for
more than 40 years. Charitable Registration No. 12925-3308-RR0001

Mission Aviation Fellowship (MAF) is a Christian organization whose mission is to fly light aircraft and use other technologies in isolated
parts of the world to bring help and hope to people in need. Since 1946, MAF has been spreading the Good News of Jesus Christ in places
of deepest human need – where flying is not a luxury, but a lifeline. Worldwide, MAF provides over 200 flights a day. Mission Aviation
Fellowship of Canada is a Canadian registered charity (Registration # 12994 2561 RR0001) and is able to issue receipts for income tax
purposes. Financial statements are available on request. Every gift helps! Please mail your gift, visit us at mafc.org, or call us toll-free at
1.877.351.9344. Each gift allocated toward an MAF approved program will be used as allocated with the understanding that when any given
need has been met, additional allocated gifts will be used where most needed.
Mission Aviation Fellowship of Canada is a charter
member of the Canadian Council of Christian Charities.

Gemini Mildmay
credit MAF archives

MAF 208B
credit Mussa Uwitonze

Velis Electro
credit PIPISTREL

Mailing Address 102-195 Hanlon Creek Blvd., Guelph, ON N1C 0A1
Toll-Free 1.877.351.9344 E-mail info@mafc.org Website mafc.org

Flying for Life is published by Mission Aviation Fellowship of Canada and printed in Canada. Editor/Layout Mark Field.
Country statistics cited are taken from the World Factbook and World Health Organization. Share your comments flyingforlife@mafc.org.
Cover A passenger is transferred to an awaiting ambulance following a medevac flight in the DR Congo. Photo Jacob Steentoft
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Powered
by the Sun

In Angola, pilot Brent Mudde has installed
a solar power system that will provide a
reliable and renewable source of power to
the MAF houses and hangar.

story Chaundra Eagar
photos Marijn Goud

T

he electricity in the MAF hangar
in Angola is sporadic at best.
Sometimes, if an inspection goes
late, the team will have to work in the
dark, or charge a battery to be able to
finish the job; often delaying the next
morning’s flight. At the team houses,
there isn’t 24-hour power, so relying
on a big generator for the evenings or
days when there isn’t access was key.
But, Angola has a beautiful, subtropical climate, where the sun shines
regularly. That inspired the Angola
team to install these panels at the

hangar and the MAF houses.
Over the last month, they’ve been
able to set-up four of the MAF houses
on the compound in Lubango, plus
the airport. They can also now power
the water borehole with this system.
Basilio Samuel, MAF’s long-serving
maintenance assistant, helped with the
airport install as well as with building
the water tower and its solar system.
Now, all of these locations have
consistent, 24-hour power, and they
are able to grid feed excess power
into the system, taking the load off

of incoming power from the city or
generator.
The Victron equipment and JA solar
panels were ordered from Windhoek,
Namibia, and were shipped by road
to Angola. Each installation took
approximately two days, with some
extra tweaking afterwards.
The MAF Angola team is incredibly
appreciative of this system, and once
the installments are completed on
the final two houses, the program will
have the reliable power system they
need! l

Limiting the
Spread
story Katie Machell
photos Wouter Nagel

The first vaccine flight in Madagascar delivered
500 doses of vaccines to remote communities,
helping limit the spread of COVID-19, and
allowing teams on the ground to do the work
they are called to do.

O

Above Left Connecting
the lithium batteries
Above Right Pilot
Brent Mudde and
Angola national staff
member, Basilio
Samuel with the
charger/inverter
Main Brent and Basilio
install the solar panels

n May 11th, MAF Madagascar was
able to fly its first load of COVID-19
vaccines to Marolambo with Canadian
pilot Ryan Unger. The box of vaccines
loaded into the aircraft made this MAF’s
first vaccine delivery in Madagascar;
the flight was chartered by UNICEF
and vaccines were provided by the
government.
Ryan explained, “This pandemic
has made people who are already
isolated even more so. Right now,
in Madagascar there is great food
insecurity in the south of the country
after many years of inadequate
rainfall. The ability of the international
community to respond has been
severely reduced as a result of travel
restrictions. We are grateful to be
involved in limiting the spread of
COVID-19 with the delivery of these
vaccines so that we can get back to the
work to which we are called - seeing
isolated people changed by the love of
Christ.”
Pilot Wouter Nagel talked a bit more
about the first vaccine flight, “We flew
500 doses of the Astra Zeneca vaccine
to the community in Maralambo.
This journey would take one to two
weeks by car (if it’s passable and only
with a 4x4 vehicle, not a truck); or a
40-minute MAF flight.” This makes all
the difference in the world when the

vaccine needs to be maintained at a
certain temperature.
Two days later, the plane was
chartered by UNICEF for a second
vaccine flight, this time to four
different destinations. This flight was
able to transport 6,500 Covishield and
Astra Zeneca doses to four separate
destinations – enough to vaccinate
3250 people!
Because MAF has cold chain delivery
experience and procedures already in
place, this delivery required no special
circumstances beyond those. The doses
need to be stored at between two and
eight degrees Celsius, and they were
shipped in cold boxes for the six-anda-half-hour journey. We are grateful
for our previous experience with
transporting vaccines, which allow us
to step in and help deliver COVID-19
vaccinations to remote parts of the
world. l
Main Loading the
aircraft (credit Ian
Purdey)
Top Right Pilot Ryan
Unger
Middle Precious
cargo
Bottom Ryan
prepares to depart
with Covid supplies
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Past,
Present,
and
Future
MAF’s

PAST

Humble beginnings, and the
road less travelled

P

eople thought that the idea of
starting MAF was foolish - providing
work for out-of-work pilots. Yet the
originators of MAF knew that God
was calling them into His service.
The original idea was conceived by a
New Zealander flying with the Royal
Air Force (RAF) in coastal command.
During his searching for enemy
submarines he had the thought,
“Instead of bringing about destruction,
can’t flying be harnessed to speed the
Gospel of Peace?”
MAF now operates in ten countries,
forty societies being served with twenty
six aircraft in South American, Africa
and New Guinea [stats correct at the
time Stuart wrote this in 1960].
This is God’s work. We are ordinary
people, and it is through Him that the
work has gone on. It is often in spite of
us that He works.
I had a technical commission in
the RAF when I first heard of MAF.
At that time, my career was planned.
Nevertheless, I was interested in the
work of MAF. The day arrived when
I had to inform the Air Ministry
whether I would accept the permanent
commission or not, and I knew I was
called into MAF and in I went. After 12
years I have not had the slightest regret
that I took up this work.
The first aircraft - a twin engined
Gemini - was purchased in 1947 and
during the next year a hundred mission
stations were visited in Sudan, East
Africa and the Congo. Sometimes God
beats us down before He allows us to
stand up and a crash, which destroyed
the aircraft, taught us many lessons.

God had to teach us before He could
use us.
In 1950 came the call to Sudan. This
country has an area eleven times that
of the Untied Kingdom. In the north is
desert and in the south, swamp. There
was a considerable travel problem and
missionaries asked for an air service.
A survey was carried out and we soon
saw the tremendous needs of the
missionaries in that area.
A Rapide was purchased. The very
night before we were to leave for Sudan,
the president of the organization that
then supported our work told us that
we would have to sell it due to the poor
financial state that they were in. Later,
however, he said we could go but we
might have to expect to sell the plane
at anytime. We never sold that plane! It
was worn out in service. l
Stuart King (1922 - 2020),
MAF Founder

MAF in South Sudan (2019)
Distance
flown 537,152 kms

A brief
history
of MAF
in Sudan
1947 The Miles Gemini
aircraft is dedicated.
1948 Stuart King’s Gemini
survey of over 100
mission bases in Africa
begins.
1950 First regular flight
operations begin in
Sudan.
1953 First flights from Sudan to
Ethiopia.
1957 Single-engine Cessna 180
aircraft are introduced for
use in Sudan.
1964 Expulsion of missions and
program closure after 14
years.
1977 A respite from the civil
war sees the Sudan
program reopen.
1983 After seven years of
further operations (21
years in all in Sudan),
program closes due to
government restrictions.
1993 Relief flights from Kenya
begin into South Sudan.
2003 Relief flights from Uganda
begin into South Sudan.
2006 New base established in
Juba, South Sudan.
2008 First pilot family for Juba,
South Sudan arrive to the
program after 25 years.
2011 South Sudan officially
becomes independent,
and MAF flights continue
to provide support as well
as respond to evacuation
requests from areas of
unrest.

Cargo
delivered 148,260 kgs
Passengers
carried 8,484
Hours
flown 2,298

PRESENT

The South Sudan Program today

A

rainbow of fabric fills the freight
room in MAF’s office at the Juba
International Airport. The colours pop
against the background of cardboard
boxes and walls. They’re waiting to be
loaded into the MAF plane flying to
Yambio for our partner Humanity and
Inclusion (HI). In Yambio, Yei, Torit
and other locations across Eastern and
Western Equatoria, this fabric will be
used to make handcrafts by the women
HI serves. Each sale generates precious
income for this community but it is also
more. These crafts are part of a process
of healing from traumatic experiences
for these women, girls, and other
excluded groups.
“The materials that were
transported through MAF are meant
for psychosocial skills development
groups,” explains HI’s Deborah Siango,
Program Manager. “This is to meet
a psychosocial need for adults to be
creatively engaged in learning a new
skill, while also benefiting from the
support of a psychosocial worker. The
project aims to increase the resilience
of women, girls, and vulnerable groups
from the effects of adversity, violence
and exclusion.”
More than 60 years of war in South
Sudan has left an estimated 22-40%
of people battling mental health
conditions, including Post Traumatic
Stress Syndrome. The need is vast, and
growing, as people face hardships and
challenges including a weak economy,
flooding, inter-communal violence
and COVID-19. The country has one of
the biggest mental health service gaps
anywhere in the world with just three
psychiatrists, serving a population of 12
million people.

What South Sudan lacks in services, it
makes up for in strong communities.
This makes support groups an ideal
mechanism to target and reach the
people most in need. In each location,
weekly support groups are organized
and meet together from four to
twelve times. The structured sessions
focus on building basic coping skills
and healthy social connections for
psychological recovery, while also
learning a technical skill like bead work,
embroidery, shoe making, fishing net
weaving and more. The type of skill
is decided on by the community, and
the sessions are facilitated by both HI
psychosocial support staff and local
trainers. Products that are created are
kept and sold by the women, creating
a source of income for them and their
families.
MAF operates in the areas it does to
reach the isolated and transform their
lives. Being able to support Humanity
for Inclusion in South Sudan with
flights and material delivery is one way
that we are able to see peoples’ lives
transformed. l
Jenny Davies,
Communications Officer
MAF South Sudan

Opposite Page The
Miles Gemini aircraft
at Croydon Airport
in 1948 (credit MAF
archives)
Top and Middle
Colourful fabric lines
the MAF office in Juba
(credit Jenny Davies)
Below Women make
income-generating
handcrafts (credit
Jenny Davis)

In just ONE WEEK in May 2021, just ONE of South Sudan’s aircraft carried
54 passengers from 30 organizations to 19 locations across South Sudan.
Across all of South Sudan’s shuttle flights that week, 153 passengers from
49 different organizations were flown.
MAF South Sudan currently serves and transports passengers from 191
humanitarian and mission organizations.
Flying For Life Summer 2021
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FUTURE

What could the future of MAF flight
look like?
Mission Aviation Fellowship is continuing to explore
innovative and sustainable solutions for delivering help,
hope and healing in over 30 countries worldwide.
Conversations are getting electric!

T

he electric revolution is happening
quickly in the small aircraft world,
and it’s closer than you think!
Electric planes will become more
common over the next few years,
following a similar path of adoption
to electric cars. MAF is watching this
flying technology evolve with keen
interest, along with Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAVs). Countries like South
Sudan could be ideally suited for
electric flight because of insecurity
in many areas where we operate, fuel
costs and other operational obstacles.
UAVs, commonly known as drones,
already have applications in health
delivery, search and rescue, and post-

Electric Flight come with their own
challenges.
Most UAVs have limited cargo space,
carrying weight, and flying distance.
This class of transport can also be
costly. Compliance, certification with
flight regulations, safety and security
must be considered and met in every
country for both airplanes and drones.
Availability of electricity in remote
areas and charge time between flights
are also a challenge. Battery technology
is getting better as worldwide demand
grows, but there are still gaps for long
run times and durability.
Steve Machell, a member of MAF’s
Global Technology Working Group
and MAF Chad Country Director,

A MagniX electric
propulsion unit (EPU)
(credit MagniX)
disaster relief to remote areas. In some
locations within Africa, blood products
and medicines are already being
delivered by drone. That sounds very
similar to our mission!
Electric planes, using technology
like magniX’s electric propulsion
engines, have created a stir in the
aircraft community, promising a
lower carbon footprint paired with
better performance and low-cost
maintenance.

Too good to be true?
As with all new technology, UAV and

remarks, “It will be interesting to see
how countries continue to innovate
and adapt while facing the challenge of
reducing carbon emissions. But in the
short- to medium-term, there is still a
vital place for MAF, even with our fossil
fueled aircraft. Hopefully as greener
technology develops, it will reach a
point where it becomes commercially
viable for MAF, and so will allow us
to reduce our carbon footprint as an
organization.
“For the majority of the flying we do
in MAF, the unprepared airstrips, the
regulatory framework in most of our

program countries, and above all the
current technological limitations mean
that I don’t currently see ‘pilotless’
aircraft being able to do what we do.
Ask me again in 10 years!”
Along with environmental emission
factors, bringing down the total cost to
transport goods and people is key.

The future of MAF lies in
sustainable aviation
MAF Finland hosts a conference every
year called Ecological and Electric
Aviation. This year saw extended
presentations on sustainable aviation,
from electric engines to zeroemission aircraft using hydrogen fuel.
Conversations are already happening
about the Pipistrel Alpha Electro, a twoseat economical electric aircraft with a
fast charge time. Currently registered
as a recreational aircraft in Australia,
this plane could be a great training tool
for MAF’s organizational learning and
development.
MAF’s desire would be to join as an
early adopter but not a leading-edge
adopter. That means that MAF does
not want to invest in the development
of technology but will consider
purchasing once they have reached
the production stage and meet our
minimum requirements.
MAF desires to engage technologies
that advance our mission and
accomplish our vision. We believe
drones and electric planes may help us
achieve it.
It’s on the horizon, and we will trust in
what God has in store for us, just as we
always have! l
Steve Surgim,
Vice President of Innovation
MAF Canada

Visit https://bit.ly/2UdNjYh to view an
interview with MAF Canada President
and CEO, Brad Bell, and Magnix
founder and CEO, Roei Ganzarski.

Realigning my Perspective
Story and Photos Tim Neufeld

Y

esterday when I woke up, it was
cold. I was tired and the alarm went
off seemingly much too early.
I went through my normal routine
and made my way off to the base,
about a five minute walk from our
compound here in Goroka, Papua New
Guinea. I had little motivation while
going through the pre-flight checks,
gathering weather reports
and planning out the
program for the day.
I was just tired. I’ve been
flying quite a bit over the
last few months and I have
worries bouncing around
in my head about my
friends and family back
home. Lately, there seems
to be so little good news. The weather
also didn’t look great, but despite all of
this, I pressed on. With the help of our
always smiling base staff, I got ready for
the day. We took careful consideration
of landing weight restrictions, and
received reports from the bush villages,
insisting that the weather was fine, so I
headed off.
The Cessna Caravan is an incredible
airplane. Its powerful turbine engine
is reliable and always up for the job at
hand. The avionics suite and situational
awareness tools onboard (traffic display,
terrain warning, weather radar, moving
maps) give me an incredible tool to
safely fly in the mountains of PNG.
My route for this day was to fly a
long-serving missionary, well into his
seventies, back to his village after he
had come out to purchase supplies.
Then, I would pick up a medevac

patient in a remote mountain village
before crossing a 10,000 foot ridgeline and landing in another mountain
community, where another patient who
needed a hospital was waiting. Lifting
up out of Goroka, to my surprise, the
weather cleared up beautifully! The
huge storm that I had been watching
on the satellite was just to the right of
my track, and to the left
and straight ahead was a
perfectly clear day with
calm winds and blue skies!
I made a safe landing
on the short, uphill strip
and helped the missionary
offload his groceries and
other supplies. Shifting
my attention to the
outgoing passenger, I found a young
lady with a severely injured foot. I heard
that her Achilles tendon was ruptured;
her foot was swollen intensely and
she was in incredible pain. It had been
three weeks since her injury! Her father
carried her on his back to the airplane,
and we helped her into the seat. Despite
the roar of the engine as we started up,
I could hear this teenage girl and her
father crying. The fear and uncertainty
of whatever outcome awaits them, and
the uncertainty about when they will be
able to return home was overwhelming.
I crossed the ridge-line and landed
on another small runway, in another
mountain community. Here, I found
a man who had previously gone to
Goroka to receive surgical intervention
on his abdomen, and then return
home. However, life in the village
made it difficult for him to follow the

At MAF, we talk
about seeing
isolated people
changed by the
love of Christ.

doctor’s instructions and the wound
had opened and was beyond the local
health worker’s capacity. So, he also
boarded the plane to be taken to seek
further medical intervention.
At MAF, we talk about seeing isolated
people changed by the love of Christ.
Sometimes, it is hard to see this
happening because it’s hard to wake
up early, fight off the distractions and
worries, the stresses, and do the work
that God has called us to do. Sometimes
it is hard to feel appreciated; sometimes
I want the people in my airplane to
know how long we worked to get here,
to know the hours of training, worrying,
and support raising we put in, or how
far away from our families we are. And
sometimes I need to remember: this
isn’t about me. l
“Na nau mi givim nupela lo long yupela
olsem, yupela wan wan I mas laikim
tru ol arapela. Mi bin laikim yupela tru,
na olsem tasol yupela wan wan I mis
laikim tru arapela. Sapos yápela wan
wan I laikim tru ol arapela man bilong
lain bilong me, oratie dispels bai I soim
ilheta man olsem, yupela I disaipel
bilong m.”
- Jon 13:35-35
(Buk Baibel lon Tok Pisin)
“A new command I give you; Love one
another. As I have loved you, so you
must love one another. By this everyone
will know you are my disciples, if you
love one another.“
- John 13:34-35 (NIV).
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Flying
into
Action

The places where MAF operates, and the experiences
of those we serve, sometimes seem beyond belief for
us in Canada. It’s hard to fathom calling an ambulance
for a lemur bite, or a pig attack… But those situations
happen, and when people are living in isolation and
need help, we’re happy to be able to fly in and get
them to the help they need!

A wild pig attack in PNG

I

n PNG, our team received a call that
a man and a woman were injured
in a wild pig attack in Fuma. The man
had sustained serious injuries all over
his body, from his legs to the area just
above his mouth and below his eyes.
He had lost large amounts of blood and
although now able to respond, he had
been unconscious for some time after
the attack. He was unable to sit due to
deep injuries to the lower parts of his
body and had completely lost one of
his hands. The woman had cuts to her
lower waist area.
The attack was triggered by an
angry and injured pig that had freed
itself from a hunter’s trap. Unknown
to the villagers and the hunter, the pig
was nursing its injuries beside a path
leading to the garden, where the people
had been walking to gather food. Due
to the shocking and serious nature
of these injuries, MAF needed to act
quickly, and sprang into action.
During the preparations for takeoff,
the engineers, pilots, ground staff and

story and photos Mathias Glass

operations all paused in a circle beside
the plane to say a prayer for this launch.
Although MAF carries out critical
flights on a regular basis, this one was
crucial due to its dramatic nature and
assistance from above was needed to
carry it out flawlessly.
Nothing prepared the team for what
they were about to see once in Fuma.
The injured man was carried on a
stretcher constructed of bush materials.
The injuries were horrendous and
everyone there was impacted by their
severity.
Once the man and woman were
placed in the plane, a crowd had
gathered along the airstrip and the
atmosphere was sad, weary, and a little
bit fearful- not the usual excitement
and smiles that are usually seen when
a MAF plane is around. The team,
noticing this, took the opportunity to
pray for peace, calm and assurance
from God for the people affected by this
tragedy. Once they were finished, the
crowd applauded, smiles took over, and

thanks were expressed for coming to
the aid of their community members.
Animal attacks are terrible anywhere
in the world, but especially when
remote locations prohibit easy
access to intervention and treatment
afterwards. We’re thankful that as MAF,
we are equipped with the skills and
resources to be able to ‘fly into action’
in emergency situations, where other
options are extremely limited. l

An aggressive lemur in Madagascar
story Katie Machell photo Ryan Unger

O

ne afternoon, a relaxation time for
the HVM (Good News Hospital)
team turned into a serious medical
situation for one of the children, and
MAF’s assistance was required. We were
very happy to be able to help.
“We received a call one of the
surgeons in Mandritsara. During a team
meal at a local restaurant, his 4-year
old son, Jamie, had been bitten by
an aggressive captive lemur – twice!
Captive lemurs are often used to
attract visitors to a hotel or restaurant.
Thankfully, Jamie had already received
the rabies vaccine, but was still in need
of a booster as soon as possible.”
Unfortunately, for various reasons the
surgeon could not arrange for his son
to receive the vaccine from the local
provider and they needed to make a trip
to Tana – either 30 hours by road, or 90

minutes by MAF plane. Our Caravan
was available early the next morning to
go and pick up Jamie, along with his
mom and older brother.
Since it was a Sunday, the clinic
closed at 11am, which meant there
was no flexibility for weather delays,
city traffic or any other unforeseen
circumstances! Thankfully, everything
ran smoothly and Jamie was the last
patient seen by the clinic that day.
A message from his father read.
“Perfect timing – thanks MAF. Jamie
got his shot – he was the last patient
before they shut today.”
A few days later, once Jamie had
received all the necessary medical care,
Ryan was able to fly the family back
home. l

Words of thanks from a Medevac Patient
Left The injured man
is brought to the MAF
plane on a homemade stretcher
Right Having been
configured for a
medevac, the stretcher
fits perfectly while
the second patient is
able to sit with her leg
elevated

story and photo Deborah James, Operation Mobilisation, Madagascar

I

have been serving in Madagascar
with Operation Mobilization (OM)
for 4 years now and lead the children’s
ministry in Androy. I came to
Madagascar after falling in love with
children’s ministry - I knew God was
calling me.
Androy is one of the least reached
areas for the Gospel in Madagascar
and there is a huge percent of the
population below 15 years of age. I was
passionate to work alongside locals,

coaching them to disciple children in
their villages and I have a team of four
locals that are trained to reach out to
villages that have never been touched
by the Gospel.
Life in Androy is challenging, but
God is moving and I believe a lot more
is to come.
My sickness started during one of
these rural village visits. It then became
worse over the next few days, and then
even more so on return to the town

where I am based. I was incorrectly
treated for typhoid with injections,
which we believe my body reacted
badly to. After that, I was found after
being unconscious for ten hours, then
rushed back to the hospital.
Arrangements were made through
my team in the capital, family and
other missionary friends with the help
of Canadian Ryan Unger, who is the
Operations Manager in Madagascar, for
MAF to quickly medevac me to Tana,
as the local hospital didn’t have any
medicine at that time.
The next morning, I was flown to
the capital by MAF. I only remember
around five minutes of the flight
because I was still mainly out of
consciousness. When I woke up, it
was the middle of the night and I was
in a maternity clinic because the six
hospitals we had gone to by ambulance
previously were unable to accept me
because they were full.
My health improved after a small stay
in the clinic, but deteriorated again
with episodes of unresponsiveness and
I was later flown to the UK for further
treatment and diagnosis. I am very
grateful for MAF’s support and how
they stepped in to help me without
delay. l
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Air-Bridge
to Safety
MAF creates safe passage in
the Democratic Republic of the
Congo for women traumatized
by war.
story Odd Arild Nessa
photos by Martina Holmberg and Jacob Steentoft

T

he Democratic Republic of Congo
(DRC) seems to get little to no media
coverage, yet has seen more conflict
related deaths than any war since
World War II. As rebel leaders are slowly
brought to justice for their crimes
against humanity, including mass rape,
those who continue to be affected by
this seek treatment. MAF is honoured to
play a role in their healing through the
safe transportation of medical teams to
remote villages.
Sexual violence has long been used
as a weapon of war in the DRC, tearing
families apart, turning people against
one another, and creating a stigma
that creates deep divides that last for
generations. It’s a weapon that not only
destroys you physically, but emotionally
as well.
Often, it’s women who hold a family
together; caring for extended family,
feeding and getting the children off
to school. But what happens when all
of a sudden, the matriarch is unable
to operate because of the wounds,
shame and humiliation she’s faced?
It’s devastating to the entire family,
community and society.
Nearly 2 million women in the DRC
have been raped. That’s an estimated
12% of the female population.
Sexual violence in the DRC remains

prevalent today, and Congo has been
grimly deemed the ‘Rape Capital of
the World’. It creates lasting problems,
including psycho-social implications,
post-natal complications and other
physical distress including infections
and fistulas.

Restoring dignity and hope
Nobel Peace Prize winner and MAF
partner, Dr. Denis Mukwege, is one
of a few gynecologists working in
a country of 87 million people. He
founded the Panzi Hospital in the
eastern city of Bukavu twenty years

Having MAF at Bukavu
is a miracle – it’s truly
an answer from God for
the women in Congo
who are going through
inconceivable suffering.
ago. Panzi provides all-encompassing
rehabilitation for these women.
Providing the medical care, mental
and psychosocial support they need.
Through business development or
other skills acquirement they are

enabled once again to become thriving,
contributing members of society
despite what they have been through.
Each year, the hospital treats and cares
for around 3,500 women. Over the
years, Dr Mukwege has treated tens of
thousands of patients, performing up to
10 operations a day.
“An operation is one thing, but
rehabilitation and recovery also require
trauma treatment, group therapy and
relationship building. Women who
come to Panzi Hospital are given the
opportunity to develop their skills. Our
school offers training as hairdressers
or tailors, or they can learn a new
language or computer skills. This is
important for building up their selfrespect and provides opportunities for a
better future,” said Dr. Mukwege.

Women walk for over a month to
get help
The DRC’s infrastructure is among the
worst in the world – roads are damaged
and muddy with deep holes and many
areas are unsafe for travel. With a lack
of safe and affordable transport, women
from remote jungle areas often walk for
up to a month to Panzi Hospital to seek
treatment.
Last September marked the end of
this kind of isolation. Thanks to an

exciting joint initiative between MAF
and the Panzi Hospital, a travel corridor
was established, enabling MAF’s aircraft
to overcome the challenges faced by
remote locations and travel.
MAF now transports Panzi medics
to isolated villages to carry out surgery
and aftercare for women. Those who
need further intervention are flown
back to Panzi Hospital for further
treatment. Dr. Mukwege says that this
new flight program between Panzi
Hospital and remote villages has made
all the difference to the women seeking
treatment: “MAF’s air bridge makes
their journey simple and pain-free.”

Working together for good
Recently, in response to an emergency
call from Dr. Mukwege, many
organizations worked together to
obtain urgently needed COVID-19 test
kits due to a rapid increase in cases in
Eastern DRC.
MAF was able to attain permissions
to fly the urgently needed test kits and
other equipment to the Panzi Hospital,
but transporting them was far from
easy. In order for the enzyme in the
kit not to be damaged by the heat, the
cold chain must be kept intact. This
meant it was important not to get stuck
at any borders and for everything to

run smoothly. The kits were first sent
to Entebbe, Uganda and then, with
the help of MAF Uganda, flown to the
hospital in Bukavu.
“It has been challenging for everyone
involved, but it also proves that if there
is a will, there is a way,” says Dr. Denis
Mukwege.
Dr. Mukwege and the Panzi Hospital
recognize the role MAF plays in the
recovery of these women, and they are
grateful for MAF’s ongoing support,
“Having MAF at Bukavu is a miracle
– it’s truly an answer from God for
the women in Congo who are going
through inconceivable suffering.”
This is not the first time that Dr
Mukwege has referred to MAF as a
“miracle”. In 1996, when the DRC’s
first war broke out, Dr. Mukwege and
his family’s lives were in danger. MAF
evacuated them to safety. We are
immensely thankful to play a small role
in the work being done by transporting
Dr. Mukwege to this hospital, where
hope is being restored every day. l

Opposite Page A patient
transfer in Bukavu (Jacob
Steentoft)
Top Left Dr. Mukwege
(Martina Holmberg)
Bottom Left Entrance to
Panzi hospital (Martina
Holmberg)
Middle An ambulance
awaits (Jacob Steentoft)
Top Right Care for body
and spirit at Panzi hospital
(Jacob Steentoft)
Middle Right Another
pain-free journey (Jacob
Steentoft)
Top Left A former Panzi
hospital patient (Martina
Holmberg)
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NEW LIFE for those
fleeing violence

Behind the
scenes of a
Medevac Flight

Since the Beginning of March, MAF’s Disaster
Response Team and Ambassador Aviation have been
providing evacuation flights and supply deliveries to
residents fleeing violence caused by militants in the
northern town of Palma, Mozambique.
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Disaster strikes; a fall, accident or medical
emergency, and you’re far from a city,
clinic, or hospital that is properly set-up to
care for the situation. But MAF is operating
in the country. Here’s what happens next:
Story Chaundra Eagar
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Before take-off, the
pilot assesses the case
and decides what the
best altitude is to fly at,
considering oxygen levels
or potential turbulence.
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On arrival, the pilot helps
load the patient. If a
stretcher and backboard
are required, the pilot
helps strap in the patient
to keep them secure.
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Above MAF has
evacuated hundreds of
people since April
Below A pregnant
woman is assisted off
the MAF aircraft and
escorted to a waiting
ambulance
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Depending on the severity
of the case, a nurse,
doctor, or caregiver may be
required to travel along for
patient care during flight.
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retrieve the
patient.
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The Operations Manager or on-call staff
member calls in the Ground Team and pilot,
who start to prep the plane and review
the medevac procedures for the particular
case. Ground Ops then preps, fuels, and if
required, configures the plane to remove
seats to accommodate a stretcher.
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Mozambique Relief (April - June)

Passengers

The call is received
by MAF Operations
staff, who determine
the location, severity,
and response time
needed.

to see a man reunited with this wife
and three children after they had been
separated for a month. He had been
evacuated by boat, and was eagerly
awaiting their arrival.
Disaster Response and Ambassador
Aviation continue to work with our
partner, VAMOZ (Voluntários Anónimos
de Moçambique) in the area. VAMOZ
not only helps organize the passengers
from Afungi, but also helps transport
refugees and IDPs to the hospital or
gets them settled at an IDP camp in
Pemba. They also provide food to newly
settled people in the IDP camp and
send supplies to Afungi for those who
have not been able to leave. To date,
Ambassador Aviation and the Disaster
Response team have been able to
transport approximately 30,000 kgs of
food, medicines, mosquito nets, tools
and clothing in partnership with them.
We’re thankful for the Disaster
Response Team, Ambassador Aviation,
our partners on the ground and to
everyone at home who helps make
these life-saving (and life giving!) flights
possible. Although one new life began
just after arrival to safety, so many
others gained hope for their futures
through these flights. l

Photo
Lu

ince evacuations began in March,
MAF has flown a total of 1,025
passengers, of whom 821 are evacuees
and internally displaced people.
Recently, that number grew by one
after the aircraft had safely landed…
While moving people out of Afungi
(the secure airstrip near Palma),
the plane was full to capacity with
20 passengers, 8 of whom were
lap children. A pregnant woman
had arrived and was desperate for
transportation to Pemba.
Pilot David LePoidevin recalls,
“We initially resisted, then conceded
and bumped two passengers that
would then go later on the military
flight. When we landed in Pemba, the
lady appeared to be in distress. We
loaded her directly into the Red Cross
ambulance and before we even left the
airport, we heard she had given birth
immediately on arrival at the hospital. If
she had not flown with us, she certainly
would have given birth in the Antonov
(large military aircraft), on the ramp, or
in the terminal after arrival.”
Not everyone is fortunate enough
to be evacuated by plane. Earlier in
May, MAF flew a group of women and
children to safety in Pemba. Once the
aircraft landed, it was heartwarming
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story Chaundra Eagar photos Jill Holmes
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From a remote location,
an emergency call comes
in - by phone, or in very
remote locations, solar
powered HF radio.

8

The Operations Manager calls
a local hospital to have an
ambulance or transportation
to meet the patient at the
airfield on arrival.

Flights like these are only made
possible because of friends like
you. Thank you for your support.
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Pilot Phil Henderson
loads his cargo of
crutches

Crutches,
made to
serve

Something as simple as
a pair of crutches can
have such a positive
impact on a patient’s
wellbeing, but in Chad,
many hospitals lack even
this basic equipment.
That’s where MAF comes
in…

Story Lily Henderson (age 11)
photos Katie Machell

“Bardaï, in the Tibesti region of Chad,
is a rocky place,” explains pilot Phil
Henderson, who recently delivered
20 pairs of crutches on a flight. “It’s
in a wadi, which is the Arabic word
for a seasonal river. So, it rains in the
mountains and goes down through
Bardaï once or twice a year. But it’s
mostly just jagged rocks up in the
Tibesti. The flight from N’Djamena to
Bardaï is six hours in total, including
the time in Faya where we get fuel from
the French military.
“Each pair of crutches weighs about
five kilos. Zam, the Head Guard at MAF
Chad, makes them with really good
wood, which is not too heavy and it
doesn’t take too long to load them in
the plane. We carry cargo of odd sizes
in a big pod under the plane, with the
crutches stacked together just like Lego
bricks. I have flown crutches made
by Zam to Bardaï before, as it’s not
the first time the hospital has made
an order. When I landed, the Chadian
guys who work at the hospital drove
the ambulance out to pick them up.
They were excited to have them; they’re
always happy when there’s equipment
that comes up on the plane and we’re
happy to bring it.
“Bardaï hospital is on the north side
of the town, on the outskirts. It’s a nice
big hospital that the government built
for the people of Bardaï, but it sat empty
for a long time because no one wanted
to work there, until missionary doctors
Mark and Andrea Hotchkin agreed
to. I’ve been at the hospital but not as
patient; I have toured around. I saw the
hospital when I flew the Hotchkins on
their ‘vision trip’ to see if they wanted to
work there. There was a lot of brandnew equipment just waiting to be used
and I remember them taking pictures of
everything and getting all giddy, almost

like it was Christmas morning. There
were all these amazing things that they
hadn’t seen at the hospital they were
working at in N’Djamena that would be
available for them in Bardaï.”
Dr. Andrea explains how helpful the
crutches are. “They are used for patients
who need to mobilize after surgeryfor example people after surgery for
gunshot wounds; people with broken
bones with casts on, or those who have
severe leg infections. They are also used
for patients who have had skin grafts
for larger wounds which means they
need to rest the leg until the graft heals.
“One big advantage is that patients
are mobile, so they can look after
themselves. Another is that they don’t
suffer the consequences of staying in
bed for a prolonged time; like blood
clots, bed sores, or muscle contractures.
They feel better about themselves if
they are up and about. If we didn’t
have crutches, patients would need
to use wheelchairs, or rely on others
to support them as they walk. Often
people are far from their family and
take a long time to get better, so this
can be difficult.”
And what happens when the patients
have finished with them? “The crutches
are given to the hospital where they
are ‘sold’ at a cost price, which is
then returned to the patient once the
crutches are brought back,” says Dr.
Andrea. “Unfortunately, not many are
returned as often the patients leave
Bardaï to go to their own town before
they are completely healed. If they
are returned, they are used again. The
crutches are adjustable so that means
we have them for anyone who needs
them.”
“I have had knee surgery at least
four times and had to use crutches,”
says Phil. “You’re always on crutches

after surgery, so I know how important
they are for getting around. I couldn’t
imagine using them in sand though!”
Zam has been making crutches for
about eight years. It started when a
member of the MAF Chad team was
working at Guinebor II, a mission
hospital in N’Djamena, and they
needed crutches. She brought one to
Zam as a sample, and he copied it; he is
completely self-taught. They liked his
work and ordered more, and that’s how
this work began. Afterwards, he took an
order from the hospital in Bardaï, and
the partnership has gone on from there.
Zam explains more. “First I buy
the wood, the tools, the glue; I get
everything I need before I start. For this
order I made 15 pairs for adults and
five for children. It takes about a week.
Sometimes when I am making an order
the other MAF guards help me too, for
example with the varnishing and the
sanding of the wood. If the wood I buy
has a crack in it, I change it or fix it. If
I don’t, the crutch will break, and the
person will fall. The varnish I put on
protects against termites and against
water. If the crutches get wet, the water
runs straight off.”
Although he has never had to use
crutches himself, Zam knows how
helpful they are, and is happy that his
skills can be used to serve others.
It is exciting to see what is possible
when people work together to help
make Chad a better, safer, and healthier
place. This partnership between Zam,
MAF and Bardaï Hospital is helping
numerous people in the short term
have the chance to move freely while
recovering; in the long term it is saving
Chadians from losing jobs or money
due to long absences in their careers,
or being separated from family for long
periods of time. l

Left Crutches are
made by hand
Top Zam Moise,
MAF Chad Head
Guard
Above A cargo pod
full of crutches
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Taking His LOVE to
the ends of the earth
MAF partners with missionaries and aid organizations in order to support
the good work that God is doing in, and through, people around the
world. We’re incredibly thankful for the way people have chosen to
invest their entire lives to bringing and sharing His Word to these remote
communities.
story Chaundra Eagar and Brett & Jaclyn Reirson (DRC),
and Ben & Amy Eadie, Greg & Julie Dole, and Dianna Gibney (Indonesia)
photos Emmanuel Mbodwam (DRC), Greg Dole, and Peter Santana (Indonesia)

Sharing His LOVE in the Democratic Republic of the Congo

T

he MAF team in Congo has had
many opportunities this year to
share Jesus’ love both on and off the
flight line. Pilot Emmanuel Mbodwam
flew two staff from Kids Action Network
(KAN), along with MAF’s Leta Kupa, to
the Tshikapa region in Central DRC.
The KAN folks spent their time training
churches and Sunday School teachers.
Leta, who has a vibrant Jesus film
ministry, was there to show the film.
“The first day we had four souls
saved, and the second day, one person,”
said Leta. “We believe the Gospel was
announced through the message from
the film and could continue to speak
inside the soul to transform men and
women or to strengthen somebody’s
faith.”
Leta comes from the Tshikapa area,
and spent some time connecting with
people there. “I was able to meet with

my family and gather them for an hour
to share with them the Gospel and
remind them what we were taught from
my dad and mother. It was a great joy
for me to see the other new members of
the family I had not seen because they
were married or born in my absence.
“We thank God for the things He is
doing for us, using people we do not
know (MAF supporters) through their
donations for the poor to the benefit of
the Lord’s grace. May the Lord see them
all through their donations and respond
to their own needs as well!”
Another flight transported Bible
translators for a two-week series of
workshops in Mbandaka. They have
been tirelessly translating Bible stories
and scriptures to be used in this area in
the local language. It’s exciting to see a
project like this take-off! l

Delivering Precious Cargo
in Indonesia

I

n the past several months, MAF has
had the great honour to transport
some very precious cargo in Indonesia.
What looks like simple boxes, is actually
something that will impact lives for
generations to come!
The blue and white boxes are full of
the completed book of Genesis in the
Auyu language. This was the second
flight carrying in a total of 300 copies of
this valuable cargo which will be used
by a teacher in the area to help pastors
in the area with this book in their
own language. Mysook, who has been
leading the translation process has
been working on the translation and
hopes to have the full New Testament
translated into Auyu by 2023.

Opposite Page Top
Leta uses a canoe
as the local bridge is
washed out
Opposite Page Left
Preparing for take off
Opposite Page Right
Church service
Left Bibles delivered
(credit Greg Dole)
Below Bibles delivered
(credit Peter Santana)

A Plane Load of Bibles
This precious cargo was destined for
the village of Silimo, where after many,
many years of work, only two more
Old Testament books remain to be
translated! When they were delivered,
the missionary who received them told
the story of when his father, Ed, first
arrived to Silimo in 1959. On that day,
warriors were hidden in the bushes,
waiting to kill him. But to their surprise,
Ed, exhausted from the trip, laid down
in a mud puddle! They were so taken
aback, they came out of the bush but
never attacked. As we heard this story,
one of the warriors from 62 years before
was present, standing under the wing
of the plane. God had protected Ed that
day, and through God’s protection, the
investment and love over the years has
shown a long lasting impact.
Around the world, our aircraft are an
amazing tool that help to spread HIS
LOVE to people who live in isolated
communities and who haven’t had the
opportunity to attend church regularly,
participate in Sunday school or even
read a Bible in their own language.
MAF truly does help to take the Gospel
to the ends of the earth. l

Join us in praying that it
would fall on soft hearts
and open ears. Thank you
for the part you play to
make these flights happen
- together we can grow His
kingdom around the world!
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WHERE MOST
NEEDED
That’s where you’ll find us.
We go where others can’t or won’t.
It’s also where you can make the
biggest difference in the lives of
so many. Consider giving a Where
Most Needed gift today and help
keep us Flying for Life.
Please give generously.

Photo Grant Strugnell (Lesotho)
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